Manual function of the unaffected upper extremity can affect functional outcome after stroke.
Traditionally, motor deficits of ipsilesional side, generally considered as the unaffected side, have been investigated less and the influence of the impairment is unknown. To evaluate the association between the manual function test (MFT) of nonparetic limb and poststroke functional outcome. We conducted a retrospective analysis of 71 hemiplegic patients with stroke. MFT on both sides was routinely measured at admission and 1 month later after admission by an experienced occupational therapist. The parameters of functional outcome after stroke were measured with the total score of functional independence measure (FIM) and the self-care subscore of FIM. Age, initial cognitive function, and MFT of the affected hand and unaffected hand were each significant factors for independently predicting short-term functional outcome after stroke. Linear regression analysis showed that initial MFT score of unaffected side is a significant predictor for 1 month follow-up subscore FIM (P<0.0001) and total FIM score (P<0.0001). Our findings suggests that initial MFT score of the nonparetic side has a significant correlation with functional outcome. Therefore, it is important to conduct MFT on the nonparetic side as well as the paretic side. Furthermore, it is necessary to undergo rehabilitation therapy on the nonparetic side.